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Slides available at: http://bit.ly/20190725csama

These slides are available under a creative common CC-BY license. You are
free to share (copy and redistribute the material in any medium or format)
and adapt (remix, transform, and build upon the material) for any purpose,
even commercially .
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On the menu
Morning lecture:

1. Proteomics in R/Bioconductor
2. How does mass spectrometry-based proteomics work?
3. Quantitative proteomics
4. Quantitative proteomics data processing and analysis

Afternoon lab:

Manipulating MS data (raw and identification data)
Manipulating quantitative proteomics data
Data processing and DE
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1. Proteomics and mass spectrometry packages,
questions and work�ow in Bioconductor.
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http://bioconductor.org/packages/release/BiocViews.html#___Proteomics
http://bioconductor.org/packages/release/BiocViews.html#___MassSpectrometry
https://support.bioconductor.org/local/search/page/?q=proteomics
https://rawgit.com/lgatto/bioc-ms-prot/master/lab.html


2. How does mass spectrometry work?

(applies to proteomics and metabolomics)
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Overview
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How does MS work?

1. Digestion of proteins into peptides - as will become clear later, the
features we measure in shotgun (or bottom-up) proteomics are peptides,
not proteins.

2. On-line liquid chromatography (LC-MS)

3. Mass spectrometry (MS) is a technology that separates charged molecules
(ions, peptides) based on their mass to charge ratio (M/Z).
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Chromatography

MS is generally coupled to chromatography (liquid LC, but can also be gas-
based GC). The time an analytes takes to elute from the chromatography
column is the retention time.
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An mass spectrometer is composed of three components:

1. The source, that ionises the molecules: examples are Matrix-assisted laser
desorption/ionisation (MALDI) or electrospray ionisation (ESI).

2. The analyser, that separates the ions: Time of flight (TOF) or Orbitrap.
3. The detector that quantifies the ions.

Ions typically go through that cylce at least twice (MS2, tandem MS, or MSMS).
Before the second cycle, individual precursor ions a selected and broken into
fragment ions.
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Identi�cation: fragment ions
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Identi�cation: Peptide-spectrum matching (PSM)

Matching expected and observed spectra:

> MSnbase::calculateFragments("SIGFEGDSIGR")
           mz  ion type pos z        seq
1    88.03931   b1    b   1 1          S
2   201.12337   b2    b   2 1         SI
3   258.14483   b3    b   3 1        SIG
4   405.21324   b4    b   4 1       SIGF
5   534.25583   b5    b   5 1      SIGFE
6   591.27729   b6    b   6 1     SIGFEG
7   706.30423   b7    b   7 1    SIGFEGD
8   793.33626   b8    b   8 1   SIGFEGDS
9   906.42032   b9    b   9 1  SIGFEGDSI
10  963.44178  b10    b  10 1 SIGFEGDSIG
11  175.11895   y1    y   1 1          R
12  232.14041   y2    y   2 1         GR
13  345.22447   y3    y   3 1        IGR
14  432.25650   y4    y   4 1       SIGR
15  547.28344   y5    y   5 1      DSIGR
16  604.30490   y6    y   6 1     GDSIGR
 [ reached getOption("max.print") -- omitted 16 rows ]
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Identi�cation: Peptide-spectrum matching (PSM)

Matching expected and observed spectra:
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Identi�cation: database
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Identi�cation

From Käll et al. Posterior Error Probabilities and False Discovery Rates: Two
Sides of the Same Coin.
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https://pubs.acs.org/doi/abs/10.1021/pr700739d


Identi�cation: Protein inference

Keep only reliable peptides
From these peptides, infer proteins
If proteins can't be resolved due to shared peptides, merge them into
protein groups of indistinguishable or non-differentiable proteins.
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From Qeli and Ahrens (2010).
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http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/20622826


3. Quantitative proteomics
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Label-free Labelled

MS1 XIC SILAC, 15N

MS2 Counting iTRAQ, TMT
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Label-free MS2: Spectral counting
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Labelled MS2: Isobaric tagging
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Label-free MS1: extracted ion chromatograms

Credit: Johannes Rainer
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https://github.com/jorainer


Labelled MS1: SILAC

Credit: Wikimedia Commons.
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4. Quantitative proteomics data processing and
analysis

You will be use theMSnbase and MSqRob packages during the lab.
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https://bioconductor.org/packages/3.9/MSnbase
https://github.com/statOmics/MSqRob


Quantitative proteomics data processing

data processing/cleaning
missing values
log transformation and normalisation
summarisation
differential analysis
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The MSnSet structure: expression (accessed with exprs), feature (fData) and
sample (pData) metadata.
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Missing values

Can appear because

the feature is missing (due to biology, i.e not at random)
the feature was missed during the acquisition process (i.e at random)
mixture thereof

What can one do?

filter out features (or at least those that have too many missing values).
imputation
when possible, use a statistical method that accounts for missing values
(for example proDA, MSqRob, ...)
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https://www.biorxiv.org/content/10.1101/661496v1
https://www.biorxiv.org/content/10.1101/668863v1


Missing values

Can appear because

the feature is missing (due to biology, i.e not at random) - for example
impute(, method = "min")
the feature was missed during the acquisition process (i.e at random) - for
example impute(, method = "MLE")
mixture thereof - for example impute(, method = "mixed") (used in
DEP)

What can one do?

filter out features (or at least those that have too many missing values).
imputation (MSnbase::impute - see above and next slide)
Feature rescuing (identification transfer, matching between runs)
when possible, use a statistical method that accounts for missing values
(for example proDA, MSqRob, ...)
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https://bioconductor.org/packages/3.9/DEP
https://www.biorxiv.org/content/10.1101/661496v1
https://www.biorxiv.org/content/10.1101/668863v1


Imputation

Root-mean-square error (RMSE) observations standard deviation ratio (RSR),
KNN and MinDet imputation. Lower (blue) is better. See Lazar et al.
Accounting for the Multiple Natures of Missing Values in Label-Free
Quantitative Proteomics Data Sets to Compare Imputation Strategies.
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http://dx.doi.org/10.1021/acs.jproteome.5b00981


From Bond et al. Improving Qualitative and Quantitative Performance for
MSE-based Label-free Proteomics.

Feature rescuing
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https://pubs.acs.org/doi/10.1021/pr300776t


Missing values

Can appear because

the feature is missing (due to biology, i.e not at random) - for example
impute(, method = "min")
the feature was missed during the acquisition process (i.e at random) - for
example impute(, method = "MLE")
mixture thereof - for example impute(, method = "mixed") (used in
DEP)

What can one do?

filter out features (or at least those that have too many missing values).
imputation (MSnbase::impute - see above and next slide)
Feature rescuing (identification transfer, matching between runs)
when possible, use a statistical method that accounts for missing values
(for example proDA, MSqRob, ...)
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https://bioconductor.org/packages/3.9/DEP
https://www.biorxiv.org/content/10.1101/661496v1
https://www.biorxiv.org/content/10.1101/668863v1


Summarisation

Examples of aggregations (from the Features package).
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https://rformassspectrometry.github.io/Features/articles/Features.html#subsetting


Summarisation examples: (1) peptide-level data, (2) mean intensity of the top
three peptides (Proteus), (3) using pair-wise abundance ratios of shared
peptides between samples (MaxQuant) and (4) robust summarisation
(MSqRob). From Sticker et al. (2019).
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https://www.biorxiv.org/content/10.1101/668863v1.full


Di�erential analysis

1. Aggregate normalised peptide intensities of a protein using robust
regression with M-estimation using Huber weights:

2. Protein-level inference:

Sticker et al. 2019, Robust summarization and inference in proteome-wide label-
free quantification, https://doi.org/10.1101/668863.

ysp = β
sample
s + β

pep
p + ϵsp

yst = β0 + βtreatment
t + ϵts
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https://doi.org/10.1101/668863


And also

Data independent acquisition (DIA)
Targets proteomics (SRM, MRM, PRM)
Post-translational modifications (PTMs)
Protein-protein interactions
Sub-cellular localisation
...
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